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objectively in the true perspective of time and space. However,

In the .r'tolemeicsystem and in the cosmogony of the Bible
man was assigned a central position in the universe from which
he was ousted by Copernicus. Ever since, writers eager to
drive the lesson home, have urged us resolutdly to abandon all
lingering claims of our anthropocentrism anj to see ours0lves

in a full "main feature" film recapitulating in two hours the
history of the universe, the rise of human beings from the first
beginnings of man to the achievements of the twentieth century,
would be covered by a single second. Ln fact it would seem nua

any atcempt really to see ourselves ~bjectively as parts of the
universe would result in a lifelong preoccupation with
interstellar dust, relieved only at brief intervals by a survey
of incandescent masses of hydrogen. ~ot in a thousand million
lifetim3s would the turn come for giving even a second's notice
to man.

If such are the requirements of objectivity then the
objective picture of the universe is totally misleading. ~or
should this surprise us. Vor wc human beings must inevitably
see the universe from a centre lying within 0urselves and speak
about it in terms of a human language shap0d by the eXigencios
of human intercourse, so that any at~empt rigorously, to
our human evaluation from our picture of the world must lead to
absurdity. .Ln what follows 1 shall try to acknowledge the
claims of objectivity in a manner which takes into acc~unt these'
essential limitiations of objectivi~y.

Whe.l;is the true lesson of he Copornican revolution?
did Copernicus exchange his actual terrestial station for an

'1. VI&...J.imaginary solar st?ndPoin~ The only justification for this 1
at his time in the greater intellectual pleasure derived from
the celestial pan>rama as seen from the sun instead of the earth.
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In the rtolemeic system and in the cosmogony of the Bible

man was assigned a central position in the universe from which

he was ousted by Copernicus. Ever since, writers eager to

drive the lesson home, have urged us resolutely to abandon all

lingering claims of our anthropocentrism and to see ourselves

objectively in the true perspective of time and space. However,

in a full "main feature" film recapitulating in two hours the

history of the universe, the rise of human beings from the first

beginnings of man to the achievements of the twentieth century,

would be covered by a single second. m fact it would seem that]
any attempt really to see ourselves objectively as parts of the

universe would result in a lifolong preoccupation with

interstellar dust, relieved only at brief intervals by a survey

of incandescent masses of hydrogen. not in a thousand million

lifetimes would the turn come for giving even a second’s notice

to man.
If such ere the requirements of objectivity then the

objective picture of che universe is totally misleading. «or

should this surprise us. For wo human beings must inevitably

see the universe from a centre lying within ourselves and speak

about it in terms of a human language shaped by the exigencies

of human intercourse, so that any attempt rigorously to eliminat

our human evaluation from our picture of the world must lead to

absurdity. in what follows i shall try to acknowledge the

claims of objectivity in a manner which takes into account these

essential limitations of objectivity.

What is the true lesson of the Copornican revolution? why

did Copernicus exchange his actual terrestial station for an

imaginary solar rat—rtpointA The only justification for this 1

at his time in tho greater intellectual pleasure derived from

the celestial panorama as seen from the sun instead of the earth,
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Copernicus gave preference to man's theoretic delight at the
price of rejecting thtlevidence of our senses which present us
with the irresistible fact of the sun, the moon and the stars
rising daily in the east to travel across the sky t :lwardstheir
setting in the west. !n a literal sense therefore the new
Copernican system was as anthropocentric as the old Ptolemeic
view, the difference was merely that it preferred to satisfy
a dif~erent human affection.

But it becomes legitimate to r gard the Copernican
system as more objective than the PtoImeLc if we accept this
very shift in the nature of intellectual satisfaction as the
criterion of greater objectivity. ~his would imply that of
'two f rms of knowledge we should consider as more objective
that hich relies to a greater measure on theory instead of on
aore immediate sensory evidence. So that the theory being
placed like a screen between our senses and the things of wh:il::h
our senses otherwise would gain more immediate impressions, we
would increasingly rely on theoretical guidance for th inter-
pretation of our experience, and c~rrespondingly roduce the
status of our raw impressions to that of dubious or altogether

. ~ misleading appearances.
It seems 1;0 me that we have sound reasons for thus

considering theoretical knowledge as more objective than
immediate experience. A theory is souething else than myself.
It may be set out on paper as a system of rules and it is the
more truly a theory the more complel;ely it can be put down in
such terms. Mathematical theory reaches the highest
perfection in this respec. tluteven a geographical map fully
embodies i iGs~lf a set of s~rict rules for finding one's way
through a region of otherwis~ uncharted experience. !ndeed all
theory may be regarded as a kind of map extended over space and
time. It seems obvious'that a map can be correct or mistaken
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Copernicus gave preference to man's theoretic delight at the

price of rejecting the evidence of our senses which present us

with the irresistible fact of the sun, the moon and the stars

rising daily in the east to travel across the sky towards their

setting in the west. in a literal sense therefore the new

Copemican system was as anthropocentric as the old Ptolemeic

view, the difference was merely that it preferred to satisfy

a different human affection.

But it becomes legitimate to regard the Copernican

system as more objective than the Ptolmeic if we accept this

very shift in the nature of intellectual satisfaction as the

criterion of greater objectivity. This would imply that of

"two forms of knowledge we should consider as more objective

that which relies to a greater measure on theory instead of on

mor* immediate sensory evidence. So that the theory being

placed like a screen between our senses and the things of whic h

our senses otherwise would gain more immediate impressions, we

would increasingly rely on theoretical guidance for the inter¬

pretation of our experience, and correspondingly reduce the

status of our raw impressions to that of dubious or altogether

misleading appearances.

It seams to me that we have sound reasons for thus

considering theoretical knowledge as more objective than

immediate experience. A theory is sons thing else than myself.

It may be set out on paper as a system of rules and it is the

more truly a theory the more completely it can be put down in

such terms. Mathematical theory reaches the highest

perfection in this respect. nut even a geographical map fully

embodies in itself a set of strict rules for finding one's way

through a region of otherwise uncharted experience. indeed all

theory may be regarded as a kind of map extended over space and

time. it seems obvious that a map can be correct or mistaken
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S:l that to the extent to which J. relied on my map i shs;.11
attribute any mistakes that .I. made in consequence of doing this,
to my map. A theory on which .l. rely is therefore objective
knowledge in so far as it is not I but the theory which is
proved right or wrong when 1 use such knOWledge.

And there are other asp ectrsof the situation to support
this claim. I can smell onions, have a headache or feel

all these are states of consciousness; buthumiliated:
my th ory cannot be in any of thesl3 states; it exists li d a
stick or a stone without any consciousness. nence a t be ory
cannot be lead astray by illusions. 1'0 find my way by a map
I must perform the conscious act of map-reading and may be
ddluded in the process, but the map cannot be deluded and rdmains
right or wrong in itself in an entirely impersonal manner.
Uonsequently, a theory on which .l. rely as part of my knowledge
is a part of it that remains unaffected by any fluctuations
occurring within myself. it has a rigid formal structure on
the operation of which .I. can rely whatever mood may trouble or
desire obs~~s me; just as my living flesh can ever rely for
its varied activities on the same stony shafts hinged rigidly
together to form the structure of my skeleton.

Since the formal affirmations of a theory are unaffected
by changes in the persons accepting it, theories may be
constructed without regard to our normal approach to experience.
Here is a third reason Why the Uopernican system being more
theoretical than the ptolemaic is also more objective. As its
picture of the solar system disregards our terrestial location
it may claim equal interest to the inhabitants of Mars, Venus,
or Neptune, and will likewise commend itself to them, provided
that they share our intellectu!!iLpleasures.

, (

Ac~ually, when we tleim greater obJectivity for tho j

uopernican theory we do imply that our appr~ciation of its
I'
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so that to the extent to which i relied on my map 1 shall

attribute any mistakes that 1 made in consequence of doing this,

to my map. A theory on which l rely is therefore objective

knowledge in so far as it is not 1 but the theory which is

proved right or wrong when 1 use such knowledge.

And there are other aspects of the situation to support

this claim. I can smell onions, have a headache or feel

humiliated: all these are states of consciousness; but

my theory cannot be in any of these states; it exists like a

stick or a stone without any consciousness. Hence a theory

cannot be lead astray by illusions. To find my way by a map

I must perform the conscious act of map-reading and may be

deluded in the process, but the map cannot be deluded and remains

right or wrong in itself in an entirely impersonal manner.
Consequently, a theory on which 1 rely as part of my knowledge

is a part of it that remains unaffected by any fluctuations

occurring within myself, it has a rigid formal structure on

the operation of which l can rely whatever mood may trouble or

desire obsess me; Just as my Living flesh can ever rely for

its varied activities on the same stony shafts hinged rigidly

together to form the structure of my skeleton.

Since the formal affirmations of a theory are unaffected

by changes in the persons accepting it, theories may be

constructed without regard to our normal approach to experience.

Here is a third reason why the Oopemican system being more

theoretical than the Ptoleraelc is also more objective. As its

picture of the solar system disregards our terrestial location

it may claim equal interest to the inhabitants of Mars, Venus,

or Neptune, and will likewise commend itself to them, provided

that they share our intellectual pleasures.

Actually, when we claim greater objectivity for the "

uopemican theory we do imply that our appreciation of its
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excellence is not a matter of personal taste on our part but an

inherent quality of it deserving universal acceptance. se

abandon the cruder anthropocentrism of our senses in favour of a

more ambitious anthropocentrism of our reason. ln doing so we

claim the capacity to formulate ideas which commandrespect in

their ownright and have in this 'sense an objective standing.

Here then are the true characteristics of objectiVity as

exemplified by the Copernican theory. Andwe see that i"t does

not demandthat we estimate man's significance in the universe

by the minute size of our body and by the brevity (jf our past.
history or our probable future career. It does not require that

we see ourselves as a mere grain of sand in a million Saharas but

inspires us on the contrary with the hope of overcoming the

appalling disabilities of our bodily existence, even to the, point

of conceiving a rational idea of the universe whieh can author-

itatively speak for itself. It is not a counsel of self-

effacement but on the contrary a call to the Pygmalion in the

mind of man.

in this sense the objectivity of classical mechanics

constitutes an intensification of the creativity of the intellect

and to this extent of the personal element in knowledge. I'lhile

by the same token, the incr asing achievement of objectiVity in

renewed our communionwith nature. Let me tell you the story

modern science has alienated manfrom the sensuous experience of

the universe and impaired his personal communionwith nature.

~ut this process has not been uniformly maintained. It is

true that ancient science was contemplative and personal; while

modern science is predictive and impersonal; but i£ we trace

the development of classical mechanics through to relativity,

we shall find the contrast less marked. 'l'he increasingly,
mathematical character of contemporary science has strangely

of thisuevelopment as 1 see it.
Pythagorean theory was an extension of the contemplation

of nature: it studied the perfection of the heavens as an aid

-
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excellence is not a matter of personal taste on our part but an

inherent quality of it deserving universal acceptance. ve

abandon the cruder anthropocentrism of our senses in favour of a

more ambitious anthropocentrism of our reason, in doing so we

claim the capacity to formulate ideas which command respect in

their own right and have in this sense an objective standing.

Here then are the true characteristics of objectivity as

exemplified by the Copernican theory. And we see that it does

not demand that we estimate man’s significance in the universe

by the minute size of our body and by the brevity of our past

history or our probable future career, it does not require that

we see ourselves as a mere grain of sand in a million Saharas but

inspires us on the contrary with the hope of overcoming the

appalling disabilities of our bodily existence, even to the point

of conceiving a rational idea of the universe which can author¬

itatively speak for itself. It is not a counsel of self-

effacement but on the contrary a call to the Pygmalion in the

mind of man.
in this sense the objectivity of classical mechanics

constitutes an intensification of the creativity of the intellect

and to this extent of the personal element in knowledge, tfhile

by the same token, the increasing achievement of objectivity in

modern science has alienated man from the sensuous experience of

the universe and impaired his personal communion with nature.

JBUC this process has not been uniformly maintained. It is

true that ancient science was contemplative and personal; while

modern science is predictive and impersonal; but if we trace

the development of classical mechanics through to relativity,

we shall find the contrast less marked, The increasingly

mathematical character of contemporary science has strangely

renewed our communion with nature. Let me tell you the story

of this development as 1 see it.
Pythagorean theory was an extension of the contemplation

of nature: it studied the perfection of the heavens as an aid
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to a mystic communionwith the universe. Its contemplation of

\
celestial harmonies was a manifestly personal act, full of,
\'Ionder and awe. ~he astronomical theory of antiquity remained

for centuries following Pythagoras a form of contemplative

apprec:tation, and even the renewal of astronomic theory by

Copernicus and Kepler continued the Pythag~~ean quest for

harmonious numbers and geometrical excellence. ln the volume

containing the first statement of his thil'd law, Kepler

speculates int nsely on the 'Naythe sun, which is the centre of

the cosmos and therefore somehow~ itself, apyrehends the

celestial music performed by the planets: "of what sort of

vision is in the s~, what are its eyes, or what other impulse

i has••• even without eyes ••• for judging the harmonies of the

(celestial) motions", it would be, he says "for those inhabiting

the earth, not easy to conjecture" - yet one may dream at least

"lulled by the changing harmony of the band of planets" t •• that

Ifin the sun there dwells an intellect simple, intellectual fire

or mind, whatever it may be, the fountain of all harmony"

(Harmonies of the world, Bk.V. Ch. X). Galileo preparES the

transi'&ion to a dynamic in Whichnumbers enter for the first

time as measured quantities into mathematical formulae. But

with him this yet applies only to terrestial events, while in

respect to heavenly motion he still holds the Pythagorean view

that the book of nature is written in geometrical characters.

I,u 'lihe "Dialogue concerning the TlVoGreat Sy~,temsof che *orldlt

(1632), he argues from the principle that the parts of the world

ar~ perfectly ordared. "Manoi supponghiamoquelle essex'

perfettamente ordinate") Opere, Florence, 1942. Vol. I, p. 24).

Fromthis assumption he concludes that che motion of the

heavenly bodies - in fact "natural" motion as such - must be

circular. Rectilinear motion implies change of place, and this

can occur only from disorder to order: in the transition from

-- -~--
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to a mystic communion with the universe. Its contemplation of

celestial harmonies was a manifestly personal act, full of

wonder and awe. The astronomical theory of antiquity remained

for centuries following Pythagoras a form of contemplative

appreciation, and even the renewal of astronomic theory by

Copernicus and Kepler continued the Pythagorean quest for

harmonious numbers and geometrical excellence. In the volume

containing the first statement of his third law, Kepler

speculates intensely on the way the sun, which is the centre of

the cosmos and therefore somehow nous itself, apprehends the

celestial music performed by the planets* "of what sort of

vision is in the sun, what are its eyes, or v/hat other impulse

it has... even without eyes... for judging the harmonies of the

(celestial) motions", it would be, he says "for those inhabiting

the earth, not easy to conjecture" - yet one may dream at least

"lulled by the changing harmony of the band of planets",., that

"in the sun there dwells an intellect simple, intellectual fire

or mind, whatever it may be, the fountain of all harmony"

(Harmonies of the world, Bk.V. Ch, X). Galileo prepares the

transition to a dynamic in which numbers enter for the first

time as measured quantities into mathematical formulae. But

with him this yet applies only to terrestial events, while in
respect to heavenly motion he still holds the Pythagorean view

that the book of nature is written in geometrical characters.
In the "Dialogue concerning the Two Great Systems of che world"
(1652), he argues from the principle that the parts of the world

aro perfectly ordered. "Ma noi supponghiamo quelle esser
perfettamente ordinate") Opere. Florence, 1942, Vol. I, p. 24).

From this assumption he concludes that uhe motion of the

heavenly bodies - in fact "natural" motion as such - must be
r«

circular, Hectilinear motion implies change of place, and this

can occur only from disorder to order* in the transition from
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primeval chaos to the right disposition of the par.>tsof the
world. (1'. 24-5). Such an order once given, all bodies are
"naturally" at rest or in circular motion, Uniform rectilinear
motion, on which Galileo himself founded modern dynamics, appears
thus only in theinterstj.ces of a Pythagorean universe I "I

,I 11conclude therefore, he writes, that only circular motion can
naturally belong to the natural bodies composing the universo and I

Idisposed in the best arrangement; and rectilinear (motion),
as far as we can say, is assigned by nature to its bodies and
their parts whenever they are situated in places far from those
proper to them, in an incorrect arrangemen·t;, and therefore in
need of returning as quickly as possible to their natural
state". (1' ....8)·. -' .

In the generation following Galileo, the method of
experimentacion which he used only for the demonstration of his
theories became the supreme ius·trument of discovery. Thus
proper experimentel research was started, which considerably
widened the possibilities of testing a theory and gave rise for
the first time \:;0 the mutual interaction between theory and
experiment which Boyle recognised at an early stage and Newtoll
formulated definitely in his Optics. After this we see gradually,
emerging the modern conception of tlwory as an instrument of
description or pradiction rather than an insight into the nature

of things. Contemplation and sensuous experience never became
altogether extinguiShed in science but exact scientifie
knowledge was henceforth cast prevalently in the dual form of
mathematical theory referring to numbers obtained by measurement.
Science became wedded to a mecbanical conception of bhe universe
interpreted in terms of classical dynamics.

fhe discovery of relativity has &~ in an important sense
brought the supreme fulfilment for bhis vision. This perspactive
has been convincingly outlined by Max Born in the Introduction
to his book on relativity. "~'he further we go back in the
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primeval chaos to the right disposition of the parts of the

world, (p. 24—5), Such an order once given, all bodies are

"naturally” at rest or in circular motion. Uniform rectilinear

motion, on which Cxalileo himself founded modern dynamics, appears

thus only in the interstices of a Pythagorean universe* "I

conclude therefore, he writes, that only circular motion can

naturally belong to the natural bodies composing the universe and

disposed in the best arrangement! and rectilinear (motion),

as far as we can say, is assigned by nature to its bodies and

their parts whenever they are situated in places far from those

proper to them, in an incorrect arrangement, and therefore in

need of returning as quickly as possible to thoir natural

state", (p. 38).

In the generation following Galileo, the method of

experimental;ion which he used only for the demonstration of his

theories became the supreme instrument of discovery. Thus

proper experimental research was started, which considerably

widened the possibilities of testing a theory and gave rise for

the first time JO the mutual interaction between theory and

experiment which Boyle recognised at an early stage and Newton

formulated definitely in his Optics, After this we see gradually

emerging tho modern conception of theory as an instrument of

description or prediction rather than an insight into the nature

of things. Contemplation and sensuous experience never became

altogether extinguished in science but exact scientific

knowledge was henceforth cast prevalently in the dual form of

mathematical theory referring to numbers obtained by measurement.

Science became wedded JO a mechanical conception of the universe

interpreted in terms of classical dynamics.

i'he discovery of relativity has been- in an important sense

brought the supreme fulfilment for this vision. fhis perspective

has been convincingly outlined by Max Born in the Introduction

to his book on relativity. "I'he further we go back in the
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history of the sciences, the more we find the natural picture
of the world determined by the qualities of ~ sense. Older
physics was sUbdivided int) mechanics, acoustics, optics and
theory of heat. ,Va see the connexions with the organs of'sense,
the perceptions of motion, impressions of sound, light, and
heat. lil:!::;,ethe qualities of the st,bjec1j'Grestill decisive
for the formation of conceptions. ~he development of the goal
exact scvence leads along a definite path from this state to [J./
which, even if far from being attained, yet lies clearly
exposed before us: it is that of creating a picture of nat~
which, confined within no limits of possible preception or

(~ intuition, represents a ,pure structure of conception, conceived
for the purpose of depicting the totality of all experiences
uniformly and Without inconsistencies. II (Max Born, Einstein's
Theory of Relativity. London: Methuen. 1924, p.2). And,
after describing what modern science has already achieved in
this direction he suml:"up by saying, "Inaudible tones, invisible
light, imperceptible heat, these constitute the world of physics,
cvld and dead "Cohim wh<,wishes 1;0 expe r-Lence living Nature. to
grasp its relationships as Ii harmony to marvel at her greatness
in reverential awe." (~ p. }).

Yet science, we are told, must persist in eliminating
from its0lf every vestige of personal experience. And Einstein
is credited with achieving another d.1cislve step in this
process by discarding from science the difference between r~st
and motion. Many animals see objects only when in motion and
,ever,yfigure perceived by man is seen against Ii background that/ .

is re§~rded. as at rest. !'lewton's pJstulate, of "absolute
/ spa~n whi"h "in virtue of its nature and with reference to a:ny,

/ e~ternal object whatsoevor, always remains inscrutable and
,,,

I
!

immov,~ble", is the scient ifie formula'l;ionof this experience
Iwhich"Einstein eliminates by cJnstructing a world in which you

,
i ~ i
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history of the sciences, the more we find the natural picture

of the world determined hy the qualities of sense. Older

physics was subdivided into mechanics, acoustics, optics and

theory of heat. we see the connexions with the organs of sense

the perceptions of motion, impressions of sound, light, and

heat. Here the qualities of the subject? are still decisive

for the formation of conceptions. The development of the
goal

exact sc.ence leads along a definite path from this state to y
which, even if far from being attained, yet lies clearly

exposed before us: it is that of creating a picture of nature

which, confined within no limits of possible precaption or

intuition, represents a pure structure of conception, conceived

for the purpose of depicting the totality of all experiences

uniformly and without inconsistencies." (Max Born, Einstein's

Theory of Relativity, .uondon: Methuen, 1924, p.2). And,

after de,scribing what modern science has already achieved in

this direction he sums? up by saying, ’’Inaudible tones, invisible

light, imperceptible heat, these constitute the world of physics

cold and dead Co him who wishes to experience living Nature, to

grasp its relationships as a harmony to marvel at her greatness

in reverential awe,” ( Ibid p. 3)*

Yet science, we are told, must persist in eliminating

from itself every vestige of personal experience. And Einstein

is credited with achieving another decisive step in this

process by discarding from science the difference between rest

and motion. Many animals see objects only when in motion and

eveiy figure perceived by man is seen against a background that

is regarded as at rest, Newton's postulate, of "absolute

space" which "in virtue of its nature and with reference to any

external object whatsoever, always remains inscrutable and

immovable", is the scientific formulation of this experience

which Einstein eliminates by constructing a world in which you
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cannot possibly distinguish either bdtneen being at rest or in
uniform rectilinear motion or whether you are at rest in a
gravitational field or are being propelled in an accelerated
motion outside such a field. Impossibility to distinguish is
regarded as equivalent to identity: the differences in question
are supposed not to exist. ~he first of these postulated
invariances implies the laws of special relativity, the second
those of general relativity. ~hey supply us with new con-
ceptions of space and time claiming scientific objectivity.

I would concede this claim but only in the sense that
~instein discovered a rational, and therefore objective,
concep~ion of nature; a vision aiming once more at the
Pythagorean ideal of contemplating the intrinsic rationality of
the universe. 1 hope to make the meaning of this statement
clear by the following evidence which supports it.

Everybody 1m ws that relativity was discovered on the
grounds of the Michelson Morley experiment. And everybody is
wrong. The programme of the theory of relativity was first
formulated by Ernst Mach in his "Die echanik in ihrer
b:ntwickelung" (1883) on the grounds that two conditions which
were not distinguishable within the framework of mechanics
should be regarded as indistinguishable in every other respect,
that is, identical. ~he property of space of being at rest
without reference to any external object, which Newton assumed
as self-evident anl Kant explicjtly 'stated to be a necessary
condition of experience was condemned by Mach as nonsensical
on the grounds of its unverifiability. Newtonian absolute
time was subjected to a similar critique.

Einstein has paid tribute to the "pr::>foundinfluence"
which this book exercised on him as a student (Albert Einstein,
Philospopher-Scientist, Evanston, Library of Living
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Philosophers, 1949, p. 21.). He acknowledges in his own
account of the genesis of the sp c1al 'theory of relativity

•the important part played by Mach's crit Lque , 'J.'hinsight
essential to thd formulae ion of the special theory result~d, he
says, "after ten year's reflection •• from a paradox upon which
I had already hit at the age of sixteen: If I pursue a beam
of light with the velocity .£ (velocity of light in a vacuum),
I should observe such a beam of light as a spatially
oscillatory electromagnetic field at rest. However, there
seems to be no such thing, whether on th basis of expe -Lence

or according Co Maxwell's e~uations. l!'romthe very beginning
it appeared to me intuitively clear that, judged from the
sta."ldpointof such an observer, everything would have to happen
according to the same laws as for an observer who relative to
the earth, was at rest. 1"or hOW, otherwise, should the first
observer know, i.e. be able to determine that he is in a at ate
of fast uniform motion?"

"One sees that in this paradox the germ of the special
relativity theory is already contain 4. Today everyone knows,
of course, that all attempts to clarify this paradox
satisfactorily were condemned to failure as long as the axiom
of the absolute character of time, viz. of simultant>ity,
unrecognisedly was anchored to the unconscious. Ulearly to
recognise this axiom and its arbitrary character really implies
already the solutioL of the problem. 'l'hetype of critical
reasoning which was required for the discover,y of this central
point was decisively furthered, in my case, especially by the
reading of Vavid Hume's and Ernst Mach's philosophical
writings". (ibid., p. 53).

1t is clear from this account that relsbivity was
essentially a response to Mach's scepticism, rather than to
the observations of Michelson and Morley. Tn usual textbook
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account of relativity as an answer to the riddle prflsented
by the Michelson-Morley experiment is historically false, or
at any rate seriously distorted.

l!Nentoday relativity cannot be considered as a necessary
response to the Michdlson-Morley experim~nt, except on the
grounds that we believe it to be rational. The Lorentz-
transformations which fully accounted for the constancy of the
observed velocity of light could otherwise be recognised as anaturalnew fundamental raw, in the same manner o.stoday we accept; the
Pauli principle as a nal#ural law that is wholly extraneous to
quant;ummechanics. 'rhefact is that once relativity bas been
grasped it seems almost impossible to think again in different
terms. The overnhelming presumpcion which had developed in its
favour as early as 1923 was illustrated by the refusal of
physicists to pay serious attention to Miller's repetition of.',

the Michelson-Morley experiment which claimed to have observed
a considerable "ether-drift" where Michelson and Morley had
denied i1;s existence.

,1'hiswas the first time that the
experiment had been repeated since H;s original performance in
1887 and in view of the progress in technique that had been made
in the past 36 years its result should have carried overwhulming
weieht against t;hatpreviously obtained. ~ut Mil\er'a
announcement of his results to a meeting of the American
Physical Society had no such effect on his audience. J!>Ythis
time scientists had fairly closed their minds to any suggestion
which threatened the new rationality achieved by Einstein's
WOl-·ld-picture. ~hey told Milner to go home and get his re?ults
right.

At this early s·t;agerelativity had yet I!'adefew
predictions that could be definitely confirmed by experiment.
i.t'.ls empirical support lay so far mainly in a number of already
known 0bservat ions.

,'.rhenew account which it gave of these
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known phcn~mena was considered as rational since it derived
them from one single convincingly rational ~rinciple. It was

,
th, same as when ~ewton's comprehensive account of Kepler's

I

three laws, of the moon's period and of te~~cstial gravitation
in the unified terms of universal gravitac#~~ exalted this law

\to a position of surpassing authJriby, eve~ ~efore any
predictions had been deduced from it. l~ is thus that Max

/1

relativity. (op. cit. p. 289).
Since then the passing years have brought precise

~orn, despite the strong empirical emphasis of his account of
science was moved as early as 1920 to salute "the grandeur, the
boldness, and the directness of the thoughts involved" in

confirmation of at least one formula of relativity over a wide
range of new observations. ~he reduction of mass (m) by the
loss of energy (e) accompanying nuclear transformation has been
r-epeatedIv shown to confirm tbe now famous formula e = mc2 where
c is the velocity of light. ouch confirmations of relativity
are also confirmations of the right judgment\of those who had
hailed iv at its first advent. And it is ~ even more
remarkable justification of earlier strivings fJr a more
rational foundation of mechanics setting out a programme for

"relativity at a time when no opening could yet ~a seen towards
this objective. \

I,.

A scieLtific theory can be sai to have gra~d~ur and power
, ...

only if it is believed to be true in fact. In sc\enee these
words of praise can be applied only to a valid conc~tidn.
Astrology surpaesas ~~tural science in the comprclhe~~b·veness of

\ '>its pat Cern in which the fate of men is interwoven wi' tfie.
, ! ~ \course of the stars. ~or centuries past its t0achings.~ve

fascinated the imagination and the belief of highly inti~1'gent
people, oven such as ~epler. but as 1 do not believe in
astrology 1 appreciate it only as a myth and cannot ascribe to '\
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relativity, ~i~8 theit such beauty and power as 1 do to
sentiments expressed in such praise are integral to my
affirmation of relativity as an objective truth. Accordingly,
I do not regard these sentiments merely as my feelings but claim
them to be objectively appropriate. ~hey r~present the
personal component of my submission to the rationality of an idea.

'l'hebeauty and power inherent in the rationality of
oontemporary physios is, as 1 have sug~ested already, of a novel
kind, when classical physics first superseded the Pythagorean
tradition, mathematical the::>rywas reduced to an instrument for
computing mechanioal events which were supposed to underlie all• natural phenomena. ueometry also stood outside nature, claiming
to offer an a priori analysis of the three-dimensional space
which was the scene of all natural pnenomena, but not involved
in them. In the first place, both relativity and quantum-
mechanics have moved back towards a mathematical conception of
reality. ll:ssentialfeatures of the theory of relativity were
anticipated as mathematical problems by Hiemann in hi1developmont
of non-Euclidean geometry; while the further elab:>ration of
relativity relied on the powers of the hitherto purely
apeculative tensor calculus of Hicci and Levi-Civita. Similarly,
Max J:lornfound the matrix calculus ready to hand for the
development of heisenberg's quantummechanics, which could
othe~~ise never have reached concrete conclusions. These
examples could be greatly multiplied. By them modern 1>hysics
has demonstrated the pJwer of the human mind t;:>discover and\

exhibit rationality of the kind which governs nature, before ever
approaching the field of experience in Which the harmoaies of 1:

. ~.-kmathematically anticipated rationality ~ ~ven~ually~revealed as
empirical ~~cts.

Relativity has in fact gon further and restored up to a
point the blend of geome~ry and physics which Pythagorean thought

1
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had rather naively takon for granted. Ie now realise that
~uclidean geom try, which until vhe advent of general Nlativity
was taken to represent experience correctly, referred only to
comparatively superficial aspects of physical realicy. It
gavo an idealisation of the metric relations in rigid bodies
and elaborated these exhaustively, while ignoring entirely the
masses of the bodies and the forces acting on them. The
opportunity to expand geometry 'so as to include the laws of
dynamics was offered by its generalisation into many dimensional
and into non-Euclidean space by the previous work of puns
mathematieiuns. ~he first step was taken by Minkowski in 1908

~, by pz-eaentLng a geometry which expressed the special theory of
relativity and included of course classical dynamics as a
limiting case. ~he laws of dynamics now appeared as geometrical
theorems of a four dimensional non-Euclidean space. SubsequenG
investigations by Einstein led to the general theory of
relativity by a further generalisation of this type of geometry,
its pJstulates being so chosen as t, produce invariant
e prcssions in terms of any frames of re~erence assumod to be
physically equivalent. As a result of these postulates the
trajectories of maSses follow geodetics, and light is propagated
along zero lines. flhenthe laws of dynamics thus appear as
particular instances of geometrical theorems we may infer that
thilconfidence placed in them owes much to the same distinctive
attributes from which pure geometry and pure mathematics in
general derive their interest and for the sake of wh.'.chthey
are cultivated.

We cannot ever vruly account for our acceptance of such
theories without acknowledwing cheir poculiar intellectual
excellence and especially their beauty and profundity. Attempts
to replace these personal terms by valuations of a more
objective kind cannot go far without committing what I should
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call the fallacy of pseudo substitution. ~t is legitimate,

• for exampLe, to regard simplicity as a mark of rationality,

in support of which we might quote manygreat scientists who

have paid tribute to a nbe ry as a triumph of simplicity. .out

great theories are rarely simple in the ordinary use of the

terml both quantummechanicsand relativity are very difficult to

understand and are in this sense by n) means simple. .Lt takes

only a few minutes to memorise the facts accounted for by

relativity, but years of study maynot suffice to master the

theory and s e these facts in i s context. R. eyl lets out the

cat from ·thu bag by saying: "the required simplicity is not

necessarily the obvious one but Wt:l must let natura train us to

recognise the "true inner simplicity". (H. Weyl, Philosoph.y of
Mathematics and !'latural Science, Princeton, 1949, p, 155). .Ln
other words, simplicity can be made equivalent to rationality

only if it is used in this special sense, but we then understand

the meaning of the term 'simple' only be recalling the meaning

of the term 'J;"ational' or 'reasonable' or 'such that we ought to

assent to it' which the term 'simple' is supposed to replace.

~his is the kind of disguise, present ing our true personal

beliefs in philosophically more respectable neutralised terms,

which .Lwould call a pseudo substitution. ..-

Whathas been said of simplicity applies equally to

symmetry, economyand generality. 'lhey are contributing

elements in the excellence of a theory, but can fully accJunt

for its merit only if the meaning of these terms is stretched

far beyond their usual scope so as to include the muchdeeper

qualities which makethe scientist's heart go out to 8. vision
like that pr-eaencedby relativity; nam;)ly its qualities of

beauty, and its profundity, and its power of revealing, more

deeply and permanently than sense experience, an objective truth.

we have even more glaring instances of pseudo-
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\ subatri.bub Lon in the positivistic analysis of scientific theory to
'\\ which Ernst Mach first (quoted by Weyl, p. ~5?) gave currency,

when describing scientific theories as mere hypotheses whose
essential function it is to stimulate new experiments which will
broaden our exper:i,.ence.,"The seafarer in whose imagination the
objects thrown up by ehe ocean upon th beach create 'a vivid
picture of the distant land, sets out to find that land. lihether
his search will succeed or not, whether in place of the expected
lndian or Chinese coast he discovers a new one, at any rate his
experience has been widened", (Mach, J;<;rkenntnisund lrrtum, p,231~
Surely, if that were all, the seafarer could as well have started
at random. A theory can be said to have been truly fertile only
to the extent to which its pursuit has proved it to be true, at
least in the sense of having set a reasonable and lmp~rtant
question. lndeed, if it is said that relativity was significant
to the extent to which it lead to new experiments which,widened
our knowledge, this would be grossly misleading - but for the
fact that we would only intend this ~alysis as a pseudo-
substitution. In other words, after having described ~cientific
theory in terms which deprive it of all its essential values, we
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substitution in the positivistic analysis of scientific theory to

which iirnst Mach first (quoted by Weyl, p. 157) gave currency,

when describing scientific theories as mere hypotheses whose
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Surely, if that were all, the seafarer could as well have started

at random. A theory can be said to have been truly fertile only

to the extent to which its pursuit has proved it to be true, at

least in the sense of having set a reasonable and important

question. indeed, if it is said that relativity was significant

to the extent to which it lead to new experiments which widened

our knowledge, this would be grossly misleading - but for the

fact that we would only intend this analysis as a pseudo¬

substitution. in other words, after having described ncientific

theory in terms which deprive it of all its essential values, we

would proceed to interpret our neutralised definition as

expressing our unaltered knowledge of these values:- while

retaining the advantage of a superior critical point of view, in

comparison with those who frankly uphold these values.

Let me repeat then, recurning once more to my principal

subject, that objectivity can be said to be achieved in

mathematical physics only to the extent to which the speaker

claims the capacity to discover the rationality in nature, JBut

there are further important aspects of the objectivity of a

theory which arise from the fact that a theory is an external

object, which can be exemplified by a map.
If we regard a physical theory as a space-time map, of

its subject we may say that every use of the theory requires
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first, that we find our place on the map and second, that "loTe

find our way on the map from this place to some other place.
~he first process maybe called gener lly a reading which would
include m0aaurement, the second is a process of inference from
the theory. !teadings or measurGllLentsare the residue of
sensory experience left within the operations of a mathematical

<"'l
theory. ~hey reduce the personal element to~ a minimum

,'A at which it is no longer thought to impair objectivity.
'rheoretical inferences of a routine character maybe carried
out impersonally, by the mere operation of a machine automatical13

•governed by the readi~s. Wemaythink here of the predictors
used for the aiming of guns at a swiftly moving target; once
you have made YOUI' readings the machine proceeds to compute and
carry out for you a future event; namely to hit the target.

Processes of reading and inference in which the personal
element is reduced to a minimummaybe expected to proceed
unchanged, irrespective of whois perfo rming them. :.rheymay
therefore be readily accepted as valid by a wide community
and this sharing of impersonal knowledge adds a new aspect to its
objective character.

Awholly personal act of knowing something that is an act) )

of connoisseurship, maybe repeated and checked in various ways
of which .1. shall say more in later chapters. rlut it certainly
lacks the same opportunities for critical examination which can
be applied to a process of inference operating impersonally.
',Cakefor example the adding' up of a column of figures. 1f you
simply keep repeating the process you maymakethe same mistake
over again, but you can avoid this almost certainly by varying
the sequence of the figures in the column. .l!'ormalprocesses of
inference are thus open to systematic scrutiny and this adds
further to a great extent to thz1r status of objective validity.
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~he process by which cl~sical physics achieves

objectivity has its parallels over wide ranges of everyday l1fe.
'the most comprehensive development of this kind is observed in

the maturation of children. Parrallel instances to this Ere

found by the comparison between primitive and modernmentality,

as "1311 as of mental abnormality and mental health, as cases

contrasting lesser and greater obj"cl;ivity.

ubjectivity is achieved here without the construction and
use of a formal theory, but lies instlilad in the application of a

conceptual framework. '.eherelation of a conceptual framework to

a formal theory can be understood by t~ following example. A
geograhpical map is a formal theory of all possible itineraries

.
that can be read off froll: it. Aconceptual equivalent to a ma.pis
E',uppliedby a lance from a hill top. By suoh an inspection we
can take in a comprehensive ,icture of a region which will serve

us as a (5Uidein travelling through it. it pr )vides us with a

conceptual map in terms 'of which we can identify the landmarks
we are encountering and by which our imagination oan devise ever

newUineraries for us to follow.

Avisual survey forms its owncharacteristic thaory of a.
region by picking out certain features as landmarks, but this
theory is an informal theory for it is not emb:>diedin any object

or machinery like a me.por a calculus. vonsequently, it is not
possible to examine and ascertain the indications of a conceptual

mapin the sameway as we can do for a map printed on paper and

to this important extent conceptual ~heories lack objectiVity

comparedwith theGries set out on paper. but they do function

similarly as fixed framew:>rksby which experience is currently
identified and inferences are drawn for the future. Also, like
a formalized framework, its informal counterpart acts as a screen

which splits across the contemplative state in which the

C:>l1templatoris merged with the object of his contemplation. Our
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map in the same way as we can do for a map printed on paper and

to this important extent conceptual oheories lack objectivity

compared with theories set out on paper. but they do function

similarly as fixed frameworks by which experience is currently

identified and inferences are drawn for the future. Also, like

a formalized framework, its Informal counterpart acts as a screen

which splits across the contemplative state in which the

contemplator is merged with the object of his contemplation. Our
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sense of being persons examining and handling objects arises
commonlywhenwe devise a conceptual framew?rk by which we
handle and examine things, while these things acquire thereby

the character of external objects. .In saying this .L have
particularly in mind conceptual framewJrks which do not refer

to other persons as persons nor apprehend objects in any

intensely personal manner. This excludes for the moment such
conceptual systems as moral codes or the conceptions guiding
our innate appetites. these form as it were less impermeable

screens Which do not divide me so sharply from the things under
my not-ice. I shall return to these more permeable frameworks

• in my next lecture.

As an example of '3. conceptual frameworkwhich emerges

during normal maturation, we maytake the kind of inarticulate

geometry which an infant maybe assumed to construct when he
begins to re~ognise objects as having constant sizes and shapes
and learns to handle them accordingly. Piaget has studied in

detail the gradual establishment of these concepts involving
the progressive elimination of the child' s personal point of

view in his way of seeing and accounting for his surroundings.

• wemaytake as an illu.stration Piaget's experiment with three

figures A. .IS, C, (say a doll, an elephant and a teddy-bear)
horizontally mounted in a row along a stick, which are pushed

behind a screen. Whenthis a.rray is pushed into a tunnel aDd

then pulled out again, the younger child will invariably expect
that figure to reappear first which had disappeared last, but

gradually he will learn to expect the reverse if the a:J:ray is

pulled out at the other end of the tunnel~ opposite to that

into which it was pushed. 'fhe elementary geometrical theory
which the child has learned to use here detaches the array
A. B. C from its personal relation to the child and places it
into an impersonal relation to the tunn~l, wM.chthe child has

nowlea.rnt to operate outside itself. re have the elimination
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of a self centred relation in favour of an objec~ive conception.
~his process prefigures the progressive objectiva~ion of

thd scientific framework of which 1 have spoken earlier. :rake
the typical error which children commitfor examplewhenthey
comparethe length of two sticks A and i$ sh wnparallel to each
other at different discances. rhe child always tends to over-
estimate the size of the stick used as standard of reference.
:1:0 children at this stage A,>Bis nut equivalent to ~ ,-<, A. The
tendency to grant absolute status tJ our standards of reference
is eliminated in this case by normal maturation; while we have
seen that further stages of the s eae process are achieved by
great scientific discoveries like that of the Copernican system
or that of general relativity.

Piaget describes this trend towards objectivity as the
achievemnt of 'reversible' modesof thinking. Wewill
understand this term by recalling the operations of a formalised
theory. A routine calculus or the use of a mapcan be run
backWardsand forwards in a purely mechanical manner. 'rhe
conceptual frameworkof the child approaches "raversibility"
whenits handling becomes similar to that of such a calculus

or map•
Other psychologists (see Katz on orientation, Animals aod.

~, p. 130 ff.: also ~estaltpsychologie, on K~rperschema, p.72)
have described the manner in which we normally retain our sense
of being in a definite position in relation to our surroun~ngs.
If we look at a lIall in front of us and then shut our eyes aod.

turn round so that we turn our back on the wall, we cannot
imagine it being still in front of us, because we carry with us
constantly a definite schemeof our position in space. Russ 11
~rain has described a patient in whomthis function was
disturbed: "She found her way back to her ownbed, but on two
occasions whenhalted someyards from her bed and asked to point
to it with eyes cIoeed she pod.nted to a bed on the right of it."
(W. R. Brain, ~rain, 1941, vol. 64, p. 249).
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..l:'sychologists have noted and each of us can con:firm it up

to a point from his ownexperience, that the conceptual

frameworkby which we keep track of our orientation in space

acts as a screen which separates us from the things around us.

Ka"tzduscribes the effect of the sudden dissolut ion of

this screen (on waking up in a strange room, "finding that we

have no aanee of left and right ••. of position of head and feet") I

" e feel los"t: it 1s like a sudden dissolution of the feeling

of personality." (Animals and Men,p. 134). Most of us

rememberhow it felt when as children we r~ll d downa slope

and completely lost our orient tion for a few seconds. The

normal distinction between ourselves and the things around us• seemedto dissolve during such moments. 1'heyhad the dreamlike

quality of a visionary flash in which our selfhood was merged

in the panorama around us.

#e must recognise, therefore, in the developmen"tof ct:r

everyday manipulation of experience, the growth of mechanisms

very like the impersonal frameworkof classical mechanics.

~he maturation of our habits of percep"tion resembles a sories

of uoper-nd can revolutions in which "e have wonwider perspectives

• through greater detaohmen"t. Wehave learned to see more, but

only by erecting barriers between ourselves and the things seen.

I

'rhis last statement sug"ests, moreover, that in the life of the

individual as in the history of science, objectifying mechanisms

evolve at the expense of a more intimate end often more

delicately skilful contact with things.
i

Piaget has described howthe child's progress towards
/ formalised thinking is rei';'Ularly accompaniedby an initial

l~ss of in~ellectual skill. Aproblem Nhich the child could

already solve effortldssly on an inarticulate level requires

renewed concentration and mayprove ~oo difficult at first

whentransposed into articulate terms. J!'or example,. the child
i

/' had difficulty, whentold that a given colour is both darker
,} ;',
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when transposed into articulate terms. Jfor example, the child

had difficulty, when told that a given colour is both darker
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than one and lighter than a third, in discovering which of the
I

three is lightest. ~hese difficulties showvery clearly on
the v,3rbal plane between the years of 7 and 11, whereas on the
plane of action they have ceased to exist;. (Piaget, Judgment

and Heasoning in the Child, p. 214).
It has been found that English children can ldarn to

read more quickly and acquire a better knowledgeof spelling if
they are not given at first any inkling of the alphabet. .che
difficulty of putting together letters to repres~nt the sound
of a word is avoided and each word is learned as a whole. 'rhe
additional burden to memoryis outbalanced by av~iding the task

• of analysing words in terms of phonemesand representing
phonemes, or groups of phonemes, by let~ers, while allowing
for the ambiguities of this representation in English spelling.
Nh"nwe have doubt about the spelling of a wordwe revert even
in adult life to the test of writiDg downthe word to see whether
it looks right. Thoughthe use of the alphabet is muchmore
efficient than ideographic writing, yet the transpos~tion of
words into letters gives rise also to the.kind of intellectual
losses which accompanyall processos of formalisation.

Or, to turn back to spatial orientation, a similar loss
maybe noted if we compare the richness of this complex
mechanismin primitive and civilized people. TomHopkinson

reported recently of ene Lapps: ("The Listener", January 3 1952,
'Landof Reindeer and .!Sears", p, 27) they "have a sense of
direction through their trackless f?rests, and over their
hundreds of miles of winding lakes, which so-called civilised

manhas lost. If they had not this, t hey could never have
survived. The forest is featUI,'eless: the range of vision
seldommore than a few hundred yare. There are no villages in

our sense of the word, only scattered huvs. .l!'orweeks on end
total darkness reigns, with perhaps even the stars obscured.
Yet the Lapp finds his way without map or compass, and he does
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Ben~t do it by thinking or working it all out by calculation.

simply knows. Such knowledge is entirely inartieulate. Von

Middendorf in 1873 reported his experience amongthe Samoyedsl

"I tried to question them about their gift and pressed then

whenever I had .~he chance, but they looked at me abashed and

wondered at my astonishment, and told me that such everyday

things went without saying, indeed. they could not understand
f~our inability to find our bearings. (quoted in Katz, Animals

!>IldMen, p. 130, from A. von Middendorf, Sibirische R0ise,

1873-4). This sense of direction which primitive people

exhibit has been lost in modernman, living in settled

• communiciesconnected by fixed paths and roads. By means of

signs, maps and compasses we have acqui.red Ii more flexible

range of localization, but our immediate sense of place has been

seriously impaired.

~ergson has revealed this destI.'U0tive principle in its

most elementary form, by shOWingthat any transposition of the

flux of consciousness into conceptual terms nec saarily disrupts

its original continuity and suppresses by the impJsition of

stereotypes the unique experienCeS of creative .iuration.

• we*"meyregard this perhaps as the primordial step in that

progressive depersonalization of knowledgemanifested in the

suecessive stages of classical physics, and culminating in

tha discovery of relativity. We shall see, howeVer, that there

are sYcitemsother than classical physics which greatly amplify,

rather than reduce the variety and vividness of our personal

experience.
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